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Question 1 Question 2

What was the former name of a Cadbury's

Snicker?

The UK's first section of motorway was originally 

known as the Preston Bypass, today, it forms 

part of which motorway?

Question 3 Question 4

Can you name all the pieces used in a game of

chess?

How was Nelson's body preserved during his 

return from the Battle of Trafalgar?

Question 5 Question 6

Which British politician famously headbutted a

German footballer in the groin?

What word can refer to a country, a type of meat 

or three consecutive strikes in bowling?

Question 7 Question 8

What were the names of the characters played

by TV duo Ant and Dec in Byker Grove?

Question 9 Question 10

Dothraki is a fictional language that features in

which television series?

What name is given to a cross between a 

Chihuahua and a Pug?

Which legendary lead vocalist was born Farrokh 

Bulsara?



Answers

Question 1 Question 2

What was the former name of a Cadbury's

Snicker?

Marathon

The UK's first section of motorway was originally 

known as the Preston Bypass, today, it forms 

part of which motorway?

The M6
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Question 3 Question 4

Can you name all the pieces used in a game of

chess?

King, Queen, Bishop, Knight, Rook, Pawn

How was Nelson's body preserved during his 

return from the Battle of Trafalgar?

In a cask of brandy or rum

Question 5 Question 6

Which British politician famously headbutted a

German footballer in the groin?

Boris Johnson

What word can refer to a country, a type of meat 

or three consecutive strikes in bowling?

Turkey

Question 7 Question 8

What were the names of the characters played

by TV duo Ant and Dec in Byker Grove?

PJ & Duncan

Which legendary lead vocalist was born Farrokh 

Bulsara?

Freddie Mercury

Question 9 Question 10

Dothraki is a fictional language that features in

which television series?

Game Of Thrones

What name is given to a cross between a 

Chihuahua and a Pug?

Chug
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